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An optimal adiabatic-to-diabatic transformation of the 1 2A 8 and 2 2A 8
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Molecular reaction dynamics in the adiabatic representation is complicated by the existence of
conical intersections and the associated geometric phase effect. The first-derivative coupling vector
between the corresponding electronically adiabatic states can, in general, be decomposed into
longitudinal ~removable! and transverse~nonremovable! parts. At intersection geometries, the
longitudinal part is singular, whereas the transverse part is not. In a two-electronic-state Born–
Huang expansion, an adiabatic-to-diabatic transformation completely eliminates the contribution of
the longitudinal part to the nuclear motion Schro¨dinger equation, leaving however the transverse
part contribution. We report here the results of an accurate calculation of this transverse part for the
1 2A8 and 22A8 electronic states of H3 obtained by solving a three-dimensional Poisson equation
over the entire domainU of internal nuclear configuration spaceQ of importance to reactive
scattering. In addition to requiring a knowledge of the first-derivative coupling vector everywhere
in U, the solution depends on an arbitrary choice of boundary conditions. These have been picked
so as to minimize the average value overU of the magnitude of the transverse part, resulting in an
optimal diabatization angle. The dynamical importance of the transverse term in the diabatic nuclear
motion Schro¨dinger equation is discussed on the basis of its magnitude not only in the vicinity of
the conical intersection, but also over all of the energetically accessible regions of the fullU domain.
We also present and discuss the diabatic potential energy surfaces obtained by this optimal
diabatization procedure. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1419257#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A detailed review of the adiabatic and diabatic repres
tation of polyatomic molecules is given elsewhere1 and we
will only summarize below the main aspects needed for
present paper. We neglect all spin–spin and spin–orbit te
in the molecular Hamiltonian. Consider a polyatomic syst
with electronic coordinatesr and nuclear coordinatesR. The
total wave function for this system is given by the Born
Huang expansion2,3

C~r ,R!5(
n

xn
ad~R!cn

ad~r ;R!, ~1!

wherecn
ad(r ;R) are the adiabatic electronic wave functio

satisfying the electronic Schro¨dinger equation,

Ĥel~r ;R!cn
ad~r ;R!5«n

ad~R!cn
ad~r ;R!, ~2!

n is a complete set of quantum numbers needed to spe
them andxn

ad(R) are the adiabatic nuclear wave function
«n

ad(R) are the electronically adiabatic potential energy s
faces~PESs!. If two of these surfaces, labeledn5 i and n
5 j , exhibit a single conical intersection and thecn

ad are re-
quired to be real, then according to the geometric phase~GP!
theorem,4–8
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cn
ad~r ;R!→2cn

ad~r ;R! n5 i , j ~3!

and

xn
ad~R!→2xn

ad~R! n5 i , j , ~4!

when the polyatomic system traverses a closed loop
nuclear configuration spaceQ around that conical intersec
tion ~a so called pseudo-rotation!. As a result, thecn

ad(r ;R)
are not single-valued functions ofR. Alternatively, if the
electronic wave functions are allowed to be complex, th
may be required to be single-valued.9 For example, we may
express them as

c̄n
ad~r ;R!5eiAn(R)cn

ad~r ;R! n5 i , j ~5!

and require that theeiAn(R) (n5 i , j ) change sign@i.e., that
An(R) change byp# upon a pseudorotation. TheAn(R) are
the geometric phases that appear in the corresponding m
fied adiabatic nuclear motion Schro¨dinger equation.1,8–11 In
the present paper, we will require the electronic wave fu
tions to be real.

In a two-electronic-state representation of the syst
involving electronically adiabatic statesi and j , Eq. ~1! is
written as

C~r ,R!5x i
ad~R!c i

ad~r ;R!1x j
ad~R!c j

ad~r ;R!. ~6!

Let us definexad(R) as a two-dimensional column vecto
whose components arex i

ad(R) andx j
ad(R). The Schro¨dinger

equation satisfied byxad(R) is
il:
5 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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F2
\2

2m
$I¹R

2 12W(1)ad~q!•“R1W(2)ad~q!%

1$«ad~q!2EI%Gxad~R!50, ~7!

whereq represents a set of internal nuclear coordinates of
system, whereasR includes bothq and the external coordi
nates that orient the system in space, but excludes the
tem’s center-of-mass coordinates. TheR symbol represents a
set of nuclear coordinates that locate theN nuclei of the
molecule in a center-of-mass frame, andm is an overall re-
duced mass.I , W(1)ad, W(2)ad, and«ad are 232 matrices and
“R is a gradient operator in the 3(N21)-dimensional
nuclear configuration space.I is the identity matrix and«ad is
the diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the po
tial energy surfaces~PESs! « i

ad and« j
ad of the two electroni-

cally adiabatic states being considered. The matricesW(1)ad

and W(2)ad are the first- and second-derivative1,12–17 232
coupling matrices whose elements are defined by

Wm,n
(1)ad~q!5^cm

ad~r ;q!u“Rcn
ad~r ;q!& r

Wm,n
(2)ad~q!5^cm

ad~r ;q!u¹R
2cn

ad~r ;q!& r
J m,n5 i , j ~8!

and are, respectively, 3(N22)-dimensional vectors
@Wm,n

(1)ad(q)#18 and ordinary scalars (Wm,n
(2)ad(q)). The matrix

W(1)ad is in general skew-Hermitian and, due to the requi
ment that thecn

ad be real, is real and skew-symmetric and c
be written as

W(1)ad~q!5S 0 W1,2
(1)ad~q!

2W1,2
(1)ad~q! 0

D • ~9!

For a triatomic system,W1,2
(1)ad is a three-dimensional vecto

that from here on will be labeledw(1)ad. As any three-
dimensional vector, it can be expressed, according to
Helmholtz theorem,19 as a sum of a longitudinal par
wlon

(1)ad(q) and a transverse onewtra
(1)ad(q) according to

w(1)ad~q!5wlon
(1)ad~q!1wtra

(1)ad~q!, ~10!

where, by definition, the curl ofwlon
(1)ad(q) and the divergence

of wtra
(1)ad(q) vanish,

“q3wlon
(1)ad~q!50, ~11!

“q•wtra
(1)ad~q!50. ~12!

As a result of these equations, a scalar potentialb(q) and a
vector potentialA(q) @not to be confused with the scala
geometric phaseAn(q) of Eq. ~5!# exist for which

wlon
(1)ad~q!5“qb~q! ~13!

and

wtra
(1)ad~q!5“q3A~q!. ~14!

At conical intersection geometries,wlon
(1)ad(q) is singular be-

cause of theq dependence ofc i
ad(r ;q) andc j

ad(r ;q) in their
vicinity18 and therefore so is theW(1)ad(q)•“R term in Eq.
~7!. For the same reason, W1,1

(2)ad(q) and W2,2
(2)ad(q) are also

singular at such geometries. Replacing Eq.~10! into Eq. ~9!,
W(1)ad can be written as a sum of the corresponding ske
symmetric matricesW lon

(1)adandWtra
(1)ad. In addition, the pres-
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ence of a gradient term of this type, even if not singular~for
intersections that are not conical or for nearly avoided int
sections!, introduces inefficiencies in the numerical solutio
of that equation. This makes it desirable to switch to a dia
tic electronic basis,1,20,21 cn

d(r ;R), which in the two-
electronic-state case is given by

S c i
d~r ;R!

c j
d~r ;R! D 5Ũ@b~q!#S c i

ad~r ;R!

c j
ad~r ;R! D ~15!

whereŨ@b(q)# is the transpose of the matrix,

U@b~q!#5S cosb~q! 2sinb~q!

sinb~q! cosb~q!
D ~16!

andb(q) is called the diabatization or mixing angle. In term
of the diabatic electronic basis, Eq.~6! becomes

C~r ,R!5x i
d~R!c i

d~r ;R!1x j
d~R!c j

d~r ;R!, ~17!

where the relation between thexn
ad(R) andxn

d(R) is

xd~R!5Ũ@b~q!#xad~R!, ~18!

where, in analogy toxad(R), xd(R) is the two-dimensional
column vector whose two elements arex i

d(R) and x j
d(R).

Replacement of Eq.~18! into Eq. ~7! yields the diabatic
nuclear motion scattering equation

F2
\2

2m
$I¹R

2 12Wtra
(1)ad~q!•“R1W(2)d~q!%

1$«d~q!2EI%Gxd~R!50. ~19!

The elements of the first-derivativeW(1)d(q) and second-
derivativeW(2)d(q) coupling diabatic matrices are analogo
to their adiabatic counterparts and given by Eq.~8! with the
cn

ad(n5 i , j ) replaced by thecn
d . In addition,«d(q) is the 2

32 matrix defined by

«d~q!5Ũ@b~q!#«ad~q!U@b~q!#. ~20!

The adiabatic-to-diabatic transformation eliminates the po
in both the first- and second-derivative coupling matric
W(1)d(q) does not appear explicitly in Eq.~19! but is equal
to Wtra

(1)ad(q), as can be shown by using Eq.~15! in the defi-
nition of W(1)d(q) together with Eqs.~10!–~14!. Elements of
the diabatic matrixW(2)d are usually small in the vicinity of
a conical intersection and can be added to«d to give a cor-
rected diabatic matrix. As can be seen, whereas in Eq.~7!
W(1)ad contains both the singular matrixW lon

(1)ad and the non-
singular oneWtra

(1)ad, Eq. ~19! contains only the latter. Nev
ertheless, the residual first-derivative coupling termWtra

(1)ad

•“R does not vanish.
A ‘‘perfect’’ diabatic basis would be one for which th

first-derivative couplingW(1)d vanishes.22 From the above
mentioned considerations, we conclude, as is w
known,1,23,24that a ‘‘perfect’’ diabatic basis cannot exist for
polyatomic system~except when the complete infinite set
electronic adiabatic functions is included23,27!, which means
that W(1)ad(q) cannot be transformed away to zero. As
result, the longitudinal and transverse parts of the fir
derivative coupling vector are referred to asremovableand
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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nonremovableparts, respectively. Over the years, a numb
of formulations of approximate or quasidiabatic or ‘‘local
rigorous’’ diabatic states20,25–33 have appeared. Only ver
recently34–39have there been attempts to use high qualityab
initio wave functions to consider the magnitude of thenon-
removablepart of the first-derivative coupling vector. In on
such attempt,38 a quasidiabatic basis was reported for t
HeH2 system by solving a two-dimensional Poisson equat
on the plane in three-dimensional configuration space p
ing through the conical intersection configuration of small
energy. It seems that no attempt has been made to ge
optimal diabatization over the entire configuration space
a triatomic system, to facilitate accurate two-electronic-st
scattering dynamics calculations. Conical intersections be
omnipresent, such scattering calculations will permit a tes
the validity of the one-electronic-state Born–Oppenheim
approximation as a function of energy in the presence
conical intersections, by comparing the results of these
kinds of calculations.

We report here an approach to obtain an optimal diab
basis over the entire internal nuclear configuration spa
based on the knowledge of the first-derivative coupling v
tor over the entire dynamically-important partU of that
space and appropriately chosen boundary conditions.
have applied this approach to the simplest triatomic syst
H3, which has a conical intersection between the 12A8 and
2 2A8 electronic PESs at equilateral triangle geometries. T
corresponding conical intersection line induces a geome
phase effect, important for the reaction properties of
ground electronic state.1,40–46The lowest conical intersectio
configuration energy occurs at 2.75 eV.47 As a result, for
energies in the vicinity of this value and above, the on
electronic-state Born–Oppenheimer approximation bre
down and a scattering calculation involving both these sta
and their couplings must be used to obtain accurate sca
ing results for this system. In this approach, first
adiabatic-to-diabatic transformation is obtained by calcu
ing the diabatization angleb(q) @appearing in Eq.~16!# from
the first-derivative couplings@W(1)ad(q)#. This calculation
involves solving a three-dimensional Poisson equation w
boundary conditions that minimize the average value of
magnitude ofWtra

(1)ad over U. This will allow an initial ne-
glect of the term containingWtra

(1)ad in Eq. ~19! and a later
reintroduction of this term followed by a solution using pe
turbative or other methods.

Another check of the existence of a nonzero transve
part @Wtra

(1)ad or equivalentlywtra
(1)ad# is the evaluation of line

integrals of first-derivative couplingsw(1)ad along loops
around conical intersection geometries. If these integrals
carried along open pathsL in nuclear configuration space, a
angular potentialF(q,q0;L) with qÞq0 can be defined
by23,34,48,18

F~q,q0;L!5E
L q0

q
w(1)ad~q8!•dq8, ~21!

whereq0 locates the initial point onL. This angle is called
the open path phase.49 It is also convenient to define th
corresponding closed path phaseFT , called the topological
phase,50
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
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FT~L!5 R
L
w(1)ad~q8!•dq8. ~22!

In light of Eq. ~10!, we can define two more angular pote
tials F lon(q,q0;L) and F tra(q,q0;L), by replacingw(1)ad in
Eq. ~21! by wlon

(1)ad andwtra
(1)ad, respectively. The correspond

ing topological phasesFT, lon(L) andFT,tra(L) can be like-
wise defined using Eq.~22! in lieu of Eq. ~21!,

FT, lon~L!5 R
L
wlon

(1)ad~q8!•dq8, ~23!

FT,tra~L!5 R
L
wtra

(1)ad~q8!•dq8. ~24!

According to the geometric phase theorem7,34,35

FT, lon~L!5pp, ~25!

where p50 if L does not enclose any conical intersecti
and p51 if it encloses one conical intersection. Using th
and Eq.~10! we have

FT,tra~L!5FT~L!2pp. ~26!

As a result, a necessary but insufficient condition for t
first-derivative coupling to be purely longitudinal is th
FT,tra(L) vanish.38 NonzeroFT,tra(L) and hence a nonzer
wtra

(1)ad correspond to the existence of nonzero derivative c
plings involving electronic states outside the two-electron
state space24 being considered in the present paper.

In Sec. II, we present an approach to obtain an optim
diabatic basis by using a Poisson equation obtained f
Eqs.~10!–~12!, similar to that used previously,38 and a spe-
cial set of boundary conditions. The present Poisson equa
differs from the latter, however, in that it extends over t
entire three-dimensionalU domain of configuration spac
and uses very different boundary conditions. In Sec. III,
present the results of the diabatization angle calculation
the longitudinal as well as transverse parts of the fir
derivative coupling vector and discuss the possible impli
tions of dropping the transverse part in two-electronic-st
quantum scattering calculations. The open-path phasesF lon

and F tra and topological~closed-path! phasesFT, lon and
FT,tra are evaluated, which confirm the presence of a nonz
transverse part. We also present the diabatic PESs@elements
of the 232 diabatic energy matrix«d(q)# corresponding to
this optimal diabatic basis and discuss their features. In S
IV, we conclude with a summary and the future direction
this work.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Coordinate system

For any triatomic system, the internal nuclear coordin
spaceQ spanned byq is three-dimensional. We adopt th
symmetrized hyperspherical coordinatesq[(r,u,fl) used
previously.1,42–46,51The ranges of these coordinates are
follows:

0<r,`, 0<u<p/2, 0<fl,2p. ~27!
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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For a constant hyperradiusr, these coordinates span a hemi-
sphere whereas ordinary spherical polar coordinates span
full sphere.

The H3 system exhibits a conical intersection between
the 12A8 and 22A8 electronic PESs for equilateral triangle
geometries, which corresponds tou50 and all values ofr
andfl . Collinear geometries of H3 are mapped byu5p/2
for all values ofr andfl .

Projection plots of physical quantities in internal con-
figuration space Cartesian coordinates (Xl ,Y,Zl), which are
related to these symmetrized hyperspherical coordinate
provide valuable information for reactive scattering calcula
tions that use these physical quantities and hyperspheric
coordinates. As mentioned above, for a constant hyperradi
r the hyperspherical coordinates span a hemisphere. Figure
shows this hemisphere for a constantr ~the radius of this
hemisphere! and a pointP on this hemisphere which hasu,
fl polar angles in theOX̄lȲlZ̄ frame and another related set
of polar anglesvl ,gl in the associatedOXlYZl frame.gl

is the angle between mass-scaled Jacobi coordinates.gl

50° or 180°~equivalent tou590°) corresponds to collinear
configurations of the H3 system andgl590° to configura-
tions for which the H atom is on the perpendicular bisecto
of the H–H line. All these coordinates and their interrelations
have been discussed elsewhere.18,52–58

B. The Poisson equation

Replacing Eq.~13! into Eq. ~10! results in

w(1)ad~q!5“qb~q!1wtra
(1)ad~q!, ~28!

where“q is the gradient operator in theOX̄lȲlZ̄ cartesian
frame of Fig. 1. Taking the divergence of both sides of this

FIG. 1. Mapping of a pointP of a constantr hemisphere in theOXlYZl

space onto a pointQ on a plane tangent to that hemisphere at the intersec
tion T of theOY axis with it, such that the length of the arc(TP)5TQ. The

point P has u,fl polar angles in theOX̄lȲlZ̄ space andvl ,gl in the

OXlYZl space.P̄ is the projection of pointP on theOXlY plane.
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
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equation and using Eq.~14! together with the known prop
erty that the divergence of a curl of a three-dimensional v
tor vanishes, we get

¹q
2b~q!5s~q!, ~29!

where

s~q!5“q•w(1)ad~q! ~30!

is known becausew(1)ad(q) has been accurately calculate
and fitted over the entireQ space of interest.18 Equation~29!
is the Poisson equation forb(q). Once the boundary condi
tions associated with it are chosen, this equation can
solved numerically. Replacing the solution into Eq.~28! then
furnisheswtra

(1)ad(q) and therefore the first-derivative tran
verse coupling matrix,

Wtra
(1)ad~q!5S 0 wtra

(1)ad~q!

2wtra
(1)ad~q! 0

D ~31!

which appears in the diabatic nuclear motion scattering
~19!. As a result, the flexibility provided by the selection
these boundary conditions injects an element of flexibility
the determination ofWtra

(1)ad(q).
In the next section we discuss the nature of the effec

the boundary conditions on this determination and how
select these conditions so as to result in an optimal diab
zation.

C. Boundary conditions for solving the Poisson
equation

The Poisson equation@Eq. ~29!#, being a second-orde
partial differential equation, has an infinite set of solutio
because of the infinite choice of boundary conditions that
be imposed on it. Any of these solutions results in ab(q)
that removes the singularity inW(1)ad(q) at the conical in-
tersection geometries upon the adiabatic-to-diabatic trans
mation defined by Eqs.~18! and~16!. If s(q) goes to zero at
infinity, a formal solution that also goes to zero at infini
is1,19,59

b~q!52E s~q8!

4puq2q8u
dq8. ~32!

This is, however, not the only boundary condition possib
To pick an optimal set of boundary conditions we need
look at the individual terms in the diabatic nuclear moti
Schrödinger equation@Eq. ~19!#.

It is customary in two-electronic-state problems to intr
duce two approximations into this equation. The first is
assume that theW(2)d(q)xd(R) term is negligible compared
to the remaining ones. This term vanishes for a comp
diabatic electronic basis set but not for a two-diabatic el
tronic basis set. The second is to assume that theWtra

(1)ad(q)
•“Rxd(R) term is negligible compared to the remainin
ones. This assumption is justifiable ifWtra

(1)ad(q) is suffi-
ciently small in the entire internal nuclear configuratio
spaceQ and in particular in the neighborhood of the conic
intersection. This suggests that we select the boundary
ditions satisfied by Eq.~29! so as to minimize as much a
possible this transverse part in this space.

-
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We will select a domainV in configuration spaceQ,
enclosed by a boundary surfaceS, within which the Poisson
equation is to be solved. This domain includes the dyna
cally important part ofQ. The definitions ofV and S are
given in Sec. II D. As shown in that section, the choice o
reference surface at which the adiabatic and diabatic w
functions are equal, together with the condition that
adiabatic-to-diabatic transformation should reflect theP3

permutation symmetry of the H3 system, as well as the
change of sign under pseudorotations given by Eq.~4!, fixes
the value ofb(q) on parts ofS. On the remaining parts, w
pick the following boundary condition@using Eq.~28!#:

@“qb~q!#S5@w(1)ad~q!#S . ~33!

The reason for this choice is that if we make the transve
part zero on some parts of the boundary surfaceS, Eq. ~28!
leads directly to Eq.~33! on those parts. This equation co
responds to a Neumann boundary condition for the Pois
equation and, as proven in the Appendix, minimizes the
erage value of the magnitude of this transverse part over
domainV. Using this condition tends to decrease the mag
tude of theWtra

(1)ad(q)•“Rxd(R) term in Eq. ~19!. This is
therefore an optimal boundary condition. It is quite differe
from settingb(q)50 at the boundary, as will be shown i
Sec. II D. In order to assess the effect ofWtra

(1)ad on the dy-
namics, one can first solve Eq.~19! omitting that term
and then reintroduce it using perturbation theory or ot
methods.

D. Numerical solution of the Poisson equation

We express the Poisson equation@Eq. ~29!# in terms of
the internal hyperspherical coordinatesr,u,fl as

F ]2

]r2 1
2

r

]

]r
1

1

r2 S ]2

]u2 1cotu
]

]u

1
1

sin2 u

]2

]fl
2D Gb~r,u,fl!5s~r,u,fl!. ~34!

For the H3 system, we change the dependent variableb to g
by the transformation,

b~r,u,fl!5
fl

2
2g~r,u,3fl!. ~35!

The dependence ofg on 3fl ~rather than onfl simply! is
due to theP3 permutation symmetry of the H3 system. It
should be noted that although theP3 group is isomorphic
with C3v , the configurations we are considering are on
equilateral triangles foru50°. The termfl/2 is responsible
for the singularity in the first-derivative coupling vector
conical intersection (u50°) configurations. Whenfl

changes by 2p radians during a pseudo-rotation~which en-
circles the conical intersection!, g does not change butb
changes byp. As pointed out in the beginning of the intro
duction, under such a pseudo-rotationxad changes sign and
as a result of Eqs.~18! and ~16! xd is unchanged and is
single-valued. This is a useful property of the diabatic rep
sentation. An approximate analytical expression
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
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b(r,u,fl) was obtained by Varandaset al.47 using a double
many-body expansion~DMBE! of the two lowest electronic
PESs for H3, and is given by

bDMBE~r,u,fl!5
fl

2
2gDMBE~r,u,3fl!, ~36!

where

gDMBE~r,u,3fl!

5
1

2
tan21

g0~r!sinu sin 3fl

f 0~r!1g0~r!sinu cos 3fl1 f 1~r!sin2 u

~37!

andg0(r), f 0(r), and f 1(r) are functions that depend onl
on the hyperradiusr. bDMBE(r,u,fl) is accurate close to
conical intersection geometries, i.e.,

bDMBE~r,u,fl! →
u→0

b~r,u,fl!. ~38!

In the DMBE treatment, the transverse part of the fir
derivative coupling vector is assumed to be negligible~espe-
cially near the conical intersection! as compared to the lon
gitudinal part. In this approximationwtra,DMBE

(1)ad (q) is required
to vanish at allq, i.e.,

wDMBE
(1)ad ~q!5“qb

DMBE~q!. ~39!

To test the validity of Eq. ~38!, since we know
bDMBE(r,u,fl) analytically, we comparedwDMBE

(1)ad (q) with
our ab initio first-derivative coupling vectorw(1)ad(q) in re-
gions near the conical intersection and found a system
mismatch in sign that was removed by changing the sign
g0(r) in the DMBE code. After making this change the
first-derivative coupling vectors agreed quite well in the
regions. Rewriting the Poisson Eq.~34! in terms of
g(r,u,3fl) by using Eq.~35! we get

2F ]2

]r2 1
2

r

]

]r
1

1

r2 S ]2

]u2 1cotu
]

]u

1
1

sin2u

]2

]fl
2D Gg~r,u,3fl!5s~r,u,3fl!. ~40!

This equation was solved using theMUDPACK60,61 library of
subroutines. This library permits the solution of two- a
three-dimensional linear elliptic partial differential equatio
with any combination of periodic, Dirichlet~for which the
unknown function is specified on the boundary!, Neumann
~for which a derivative of the unknown function at th
boundary is specified!, and mixed Dirichlet–Neumann
boundary conditions. The solution of Eq.~40! was obtained
on the following restricted domainV of nuclear configura-
tion space:

1.5 bohr<r<10 bohr, 0.1°<u<90°,

0°<fl<60°. ~41!
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The full domainU[6V has the samer and u ranges as in
Eq. ~41! but the full fl range of 0° to 360°. The solution
overV leads directly to a solution overU with the help of the
P3 symmetry properties of the system. The use of 1.5 bo
for the minimum value ofr required a small extrapolation of
theab initio first-derivative couplings available in the 2 boh
to 8 bohr interval. At 2 bohr, the lowest energy point on th
ground adiabatic DSP PES18 is about 3 eV. The correspond-
ing lowest energy point forr51.5 bohr is greater than 5 eV
and hence regions of configuration space for whichr,1.5
bohr ~very compact nuclear geometries! will not be impor-
tant for scattering dynamics at energies less than 5 eV,
proximately. The 10 bohr value was chosen as the maxim
r because at this hyperradius the H1 H2 interaction energy
is too small to affect reaction cross sections of interest to t
paper. The lowest value used foru was 0.1° because the
Poisson equation solver in theMUDPACK library for spherical
polar coordinates is unstable for values ofu below that value.
Besides, at such small values ofu, both b andg are known
since the DMBE representation47 @Eqs. ~36! and ~37!# is
quite accurate in these regions.

Let us consider the internal configuration space fram
OX̄lȲlZ̄ of Fig. 1 in which an internal nuclear configuration
q is represented by a point whose spherical polar coordina
are r, u, fl . Figure 2 depicts in this frame the boundar
surfaceS that encloses the domainV defined by Eq.~41!. It
is comprised of six pieces:

FIG. 2. Boundary surfaceS for solving the Poisson Eq.~34! in theOX̄lȲlZ̄
space of Fig. 1. The surface is not drawn to exact scale. Arc(DG) is part of
a circle of radius 1.5 bohr; arc(AF) is part of a circle of radius 10 bohr;
/AOF560°; and/BOK5/EOK50.1°. The surfaceS is composed of 6
parts:ABCD surfaceS1 (fl50°, 0.1°<u<90°, 1.5 bohr<r<10 bohr);
EFGH surface S2 (fl560°, 0.1°<u<90°, 1.5 bohr<r<10 bohr);
BCHE surfaceS3 (u50.1°, 0°<fl<60°, 1.5 bohr<r<10 bohr);ADGF
surfaceS4 (u590°, 0°<fl<60°, 1.5 bohr<r<10 bohr);CDGH surface
S5 (r51.5 bohr, 0.1°<u<90°, 0°<fl<60°); andABEF surfaceS6 (r
510 bohr, 0.1°<u<90°, 0°<fl<60°).
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~a! S1 , the surface defined byfl50°, 0.1°<u<90°, and
1.5 bohr<r<10 bohr. It lies on the positiveX̄l and Z̄

quadrant of theOX̄lZ̄ plane. Its vertices are pointsA,
B, C, andD.

~b! S2 , the surface defined byfl560°, 0.1°<u<90°,
and 1.5 bohr<r<10 bohr. It is analogous toS1 , but
lies on a plane containing theOZ̄ axis and making an
angle of 60° with theOX̄lZ̄ plane~measured counter
clockwise from the latter as viewed from a point on t
OZ̄ axis havingZ̄.0). Its vertices are pointsE, F, G,
andH.

~c! S3 , the surface defined byu50.1°, 0°<f<60° and
1.5 bohr<r<10 bohr. It is a piece of a narrow conica
surface whose vertices areB, C, H, andE.

~d! S4 , the surface defined byu590°, 0°<f<60° and
1.5 bohr<r<10 bohr. It lies on theOX̄lȲl plane. Its
vertices areA, D, G, andF.

~e! S5 , the surface defined byr51.5 bohr, 0.1°<u
<90°, and 0°<f<60°. It is a portion of a spherica
surface of radius 1.5 bohr having as edges the inters
tions with S1 , S2 , S3 , andS4 . Its vertices areC, D,
G, andH.

~f! S6 , the surface defined byr510 bohr, 0.1°<u
<90°, and 0°<f<60°. It is a portion of a spherica
surface of radius 10 bohr having as edges the inters
tions withS1 , S2 , S3 , andS4 . Its vertices areA, B, E,
andF.

The boundary conditions adopted onS were the follow-
ing:

~a! On S1 ,

b~S1!5g~S1!50 ~42!

for all points on this surface. From Eqs.~16!, ~18!, and~35!,
this condition results in the relation

xd~S1!5xad~S1!. ~43!

In other words,S1 is chosen as the surface on which t
diabatic and adiabatic representations coincide. This i
natural Dirichlet boundary condition.

~b! On S2 ,

b~S2!5p/6 and g~S2!50 ~44!

for all points on this surface. This condition is a conseque
of Eq. ~42! and theP3 symmetry of the H3 system and forces
g to be single valued upon a pseudo-rotation of the sys
around the conical intersection line between the 12A8 and
2 2A8 states of H3, i.e., to have the same value atfl50°
andfl5360°. This in turn forcesb(r,u,fl) @Eq. ~35!# to
change byp upon such a pseudorotation, as required. Thi
also a natural Dirichlet boundary condition that follows fro
the one onS1 .

~c! On S3 ,

b~S3!5fl/2 and g~S3!50 ~45!

for all points on this surface. This is a consequence of
fact that, close to the conical intersection (u50.1° in the
present case!, the electronic wave functionsc i

ad(r ;q) and
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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c j
ad(r ;q) are, to first order inu, independent ofu and depend

on q only throughr andfl .1 This is a mandatory Dirichle
boundary condition.

For boundary surfacesS4 through S6 we chose Neu-
mann boundary conditions which force theu-component of
wtra

(1)ad to vanish at theS4 boundary and ther-component of
this vector to vanish at theS5 andS6 boundaries. As proven
in the Appendix, these choices minimize the average valu
the magnitude ofwtra

(1)ad over the space enclosed byS. Spe-
cifically, the boundary conditions onS4 throughS6 are

~d! On S4 ,

S ]b

]u D
S4

52S ]g

]u D
S4

5r wu
(1)ad~r,u590°,fl! ~46!

for all points on this surface. This condition results in t
property

wtra,u
(1)ad~r,u590°,fl!50, ~47!

i.e., theu-component ofwtra
(1)ad is forced to vanish on this

surface.
~e! On S5 ,

S ]b

]r D
S5

52S ]g

]r D
S5

5wr
(1)ad~r51.5 bohr,u,fl! ~48!

which results in

wtra,r
(1)ad~r51.5 bohr,u,fl!50. ~49!

~f! On S6 ,

S ]b

]r D
S6

52S ]g

]r D
S6

5wr
(1)ad~r510 bohr,u,fl! ~50!

which results in

wtra,r
(1)ad~r510 bohr,u,fl!50. ~51!

The calculation using the boundary conditions above w
henceforth be designated asb0 .

The number of grid points used in ther, u, and fl

directions in theMUDPACK equation solver was 513, 257, an
65, respectively, for a total of about 8.6 million grid point
The relative number of points for the three variables w
found to optimize the accuracy of the solution. The g
spacings associated withr andu were smaller than that as
sociated withfl because the Neumann boundary conditio
for S4–S6 and the associated evaluation of numerical
rivatives required such finer grids.

g(r,u,3fl), obtained by the solution of the Poisso
equation@Eq. ~40!# with the boundary conditions just de
scribed, was used in Eq.~35! to obtain the diabatization
angle,b(r,u,fl). This angle was then used in Eq.~28! to
obtain the transverse part of the first-derivative coupling v
tor. As a check of the self-consistency of the calculatio
performed, we also employed the values ofg obtained at the
boundary surfacesS4–S6 as Dirichlet starting conditions in
a new solution of the Poisson equation involving only D
richlet conditions. As expected, the new results were ide
cal to the previous ones within the numerical accuracy of
calculation.
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To obtain a quantitative estimate of the sensitivity of t
solution of the Poisson equation to the boundary conditi
used, we generated solutions for the following additional s
of boundary conditions:

~1! Neumann conditions onS3–S6 and Dirichlet condi-
tions onS1 andS2 . The Neumann condition onS3 is given
by

S ]b

]u D
S3

52S ]g

]u D
S3

5r wu
(1)ad~r,u50.1°,fl! ~52!

which results in the property

wtra,u
(1)ad~r,u50.1°,fl!50. ~53!

This property is consistent with the boundary condition E
~45! ~at u50.1° but not necessarily at other smallu! and as
a result we should expect this calculation to yield resu
very close to those obtained in theb0 calculation. That did
indeed turn out to be the case, the results of the two ca
lations differing only slightly near the conical intersectio
~for u&3°) and being identical~within calculation accuracy!
away from it. The ratioj1 defined by Eq.~55!, differed from
unity by less than 1024.

~2! Dirichlet conditions g50 on all six boundaries
S1–S6 . This calculation without any Neumann bounda
condition is expected to give results that most differ from t
optimal b0 ~3 Dirichlet and 3 Neumann! boundary condi-
tions.

~3! Neumann conditions onS4 andS5 andg50 Dirich-
let conditions on the otherSi .

~4! Neumann conditions onS4 andS6 andg50 Dirich-
let conditions on the otherSi .

~5! Neumann conditions onS5 andS6 andg50 Dirich-
let conditions on the otherSi .

~6! Neumann conditions onS4 andg50 Dirichlet con-
ditions on the otherSi .

~7! Neumann conditions onS5 andg50 Dirichlet con-
ditions on the otherSi .

~8! Neumann conditions onS6 andg50 Dirichlet con-
ditions on the otherSi .

The Neumann conditions referred to in~3!–~8! above are
those given by Eqs.~46!, ~48!, and ~50!. The calculations
specified in~1!–~8! above will henceforth be designated
b1–b8 , respectively. They were all performed using t
same grid parameters as forb0 , described after Eq.~51!.

In order to compare results of calculationsb0–b8 , we
calculated for each the corresponding root-mean-square
erage magnitude of the transverse coupling vector, over
full domain U of configuration space, defined by

^wtra
(1)ad& i5F*Uuwtra

(1)ad~q!u2dq

*Udq G1/2

i 50 – 8, ~54!

wheredq is the volume element of the domainU. We also
obtained the ratios,

j i5
^wtra

(1)ad& i

^wtra
(1)ad&0

i 50 – 8 ~55!

which will be useful for comparing the results of thesebi

calculations. The largerj i is, the larger is the deviation of th
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. The quantity sin2 u s(r,u,
3fl), in units of bohr22, with s de-
fined by Eq.~30!, for the H3 system as
a function of u and fl , at ~a! r
52 bohr, ~b! r54 bohr, ~c! r
56 bohr, and ~d! r58 bohr. The
circles on the bottom face of each o
the panels are constantu circles, with
the solid circle corresponding tou
590°, and radial lines are constantfl

lines whose values are displayed o
the periphery of the solid circle. Equa
torial views of sin2 u s(r,u,3fl) con-
tours at~e! r52 bohr, ~f! r54 bohr,
~g! r56 bohr, and~h! r58 bohr. See
the first paragraph of Sec. III A for the
definition of the equatorial view.
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correspondinĝ wtra
(1)ad& i from the minimum valuê wtra

(1)ad&0 .
These quantities will permit an assessment of the magni
of the minimization achieved in the latter and of the relat
importance of using Neumann boundary conditions onS4 ,
S5 , andS6 .

In the next section, we present the results obtained
the diabatization angle as well as those for the longitud
and transverse parts of the first-derivative coupling vec
We will also discuss the magnitude of the transverse par
the dynamically relevant regions of nuclear configurat
space, the importance of the Neumann boundary condit
used in its determination, and its possible effect on scatte
calculations upon its reintroduction as a perturbation.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Diabatization angle

The functions(r,u,3fl), needed to solve the Poisso
equation, is displayed in Fig. 3, with a multiplicative fact
of sin2 u, as a function ofu andfl for r52, 4, 6, and 8 bohr.
This factor is used to cancel out the pole behavior ofs as-
sociated with its 1/sin2 u dependence. This source term al
displays the permutation symmetry of the H3 system. Forr
52 bohr @panel~a!#, it (sin2 u s) has sharp minima of abou
0.75 bohr22 at fl50°, 120°, and 240° while displaying
small oscillations around a flat value in other regions. F
r58 bohr @panel ~d!#, it displays sharp maxima of abou
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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0.45 bohr22 at fl560°, 180°, and 300° while staying fla
with no oscillations in other regions. Both these extre
~sharp minima forr52 bohr and sharp maxima forr
58 bohr) occur for all values ofu with the most pronounced
behavior occurring atu590° ~collinear configurations!. Its
characteristics atr54 bohr@panel~b!# are midway between
those atr52 bohr andr58 bohr, with no sharp features
Besides, at this hyperradius it has oscillations which sh
minima aroundfl50°, 120°, and 240° and maxima aroun
fl560°, 180°, and 300°. Atr56 bohr @panel~c!#, its be-
havior is similar to that atr58 bohr. In panels~e!–~h! we
depict equatorial views of sin2 u s(r,u,3fl) contours and
their mapping onto thex̄lȳl tangent plane of Fig. 1. This
mapping is called the equatorial view because it correspo
to a non-perpendicular arc-length-preserving projection
the constant hyperradius hemisphere on a plane tangent
at the point on its equator, defined byvl5gl5p/2. This
permits the viewing of all three possible atom–diatom
rangement channel regions~for the triatomic reaction! as
well as the regions for which the three atoms are at com
rable distances from each other, for a fixed hyperradiusr.
Maps of this kind have been used before.18,52,62,63This view
of sin2 u s(r,u,3fl) contours confirms the sharp minima b
havior for r52 bohr and sharp maxima behavior forr
58 bohr in different regions of thefl space. They also con
firm the flat regions of 0 bohr22 for r56 bohr and r
58 bohr aroundfl50°, 120°, and 240° regions of con
figuration space. Analysis ofw(1)ad at these hyperradii~using
their plots from Ref. 18! shows that in and around thes
regions of configuration space the coupling vector is ab
two orders of magnitude smaller than in the regions of sp
aroundfl560°, 180°, and 300°. This is also evident in th
corresponding plots ofwlon

(1)ad ~Fig. 9! and wtra
(1)ad ~Fig. 10!

discussed in Sec. III D, since their sum gives the total c
pling vectorw(1)ad. In the threefl regions mentioned above
the dominantwlon

(1)ad is much smaller than in other region
This negligibly small magnitude of the coupling vector lea
to its negligible divergence as indicated by the source te
s(r,u,3fl) plotted in panels~c!, ~d!, ~g!, and~h! of Fig. 3.

Solution of the Poisson Eq.~40!, subject to the boundary
conditions of Eq.~42! and Eqs.~44!–~51! and the source
term discussed above, furnishesg(r,u,3fl) in the domain
of internal nuclear configuration space defined by Eq.~41!,
which is the entirer andu space but one-sixth of the fullfl

space. This can be extended to the full 0<fl,2p space by
symmetry considerations. The diabatization an
b(r,u,fl) is then obtained over the full domainU by using
g(r,u,3fl) together with Eq.~35!.

Figure 4@panels~a!–~d!# depicts the diabatization angl
b(r,u,fl) as a function ofu andfl for four different hy-
perradii. Panels~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and~d! correspond to the fixed
hyperradii of 2 bohr~tight geometries!, 4 bohr, 6 bohr, and 8
bohr ~asymptotic geometries!, respectively. Panels~e!–~h!
display the equatorial views ofb contours corresponding t
panels~a!–~d! through their mapping onto thex̄lȳl tangent
plane of Fig. 1. Since near conical-intersection geometr
and even at other geometries,b(r,u,fl) is dominated by
thefl/2 term, we plot in Fig. 5@panels~a!–~d!# g(r,u,3fl)
as a function ofu andfl for the same hyperradii as befor
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and the corresponding equatorial views in panels~e!–~h!,
respectively. In each of the panels in Figs. 4 and 5, the
perradiusr is kept fixed and the hyperanglefl is varied
from 0 to 2p along the circle shown at the bottom. In add
tion, the hyperangleu is varied from 0 top/2, from the
center of that circle~corresponding tou50 or conical inter-
section geometries! to its edge~corresponding tou5p/2 or
collinear geometries!.

Panels~a!–~d! of Fig. 6 display cuts of theg(r,u,3fl)
plots shown in panels~a!–~d!, respectively, of Fig. 5 at three
values ofu (5°, 45°, and 90°) for thesame four values ofr.
The corresponding DMBE angle,gDMBE(r,u,3fl), is dis-
played in panels~e!–~h! of Fig. 6 for the sameu cuts and
hyperradii. SincegDMBE(r,u,3fl) is accurate in the vicinity
of the conical intersection, a quantityDg is defined as the
maximum difference betweeng andgDMBE over all values of
fl , keeping the values ofr andu fixed:

Dg~r,u!5max@g~r,u,3fl!2gDMBE~r,u,3fl!#fl
.

~56!

In Fig. 7,Dg is depicted as a function ofu for the same four
values of the hyperradiusr, since it provides an indication o
the r-dependent difference betweengDMBE andg as a func-
tion of u. As the latter increases from 0° to 90°, the corr
sponding configuration moves away from the conical int
section. Figure 8 depictsg6D obtained from the 6 Dirichlet
boundary conditions calculationb2 described in Sec. II D.
Figures 4–8 are further discussed in Sec. III D.

B. Longitudinal and transverse parts of the first-
derivative coupling vector

The gradient ofb(r,u,fl) furnisheswlon
(1)ad(q), and Eq.

~28! then giveswtra
(1)ad(q). We have previously calculated th

components ofw(1)ad(q) in the directions of the hyperspher
cal unit vectors associated withr, u, andfl .18 We can now
calculate the corresponding components ofwlon

(1)adandwtra
(1)ad.

The correspondingQ space Cartesian components ofwlon
(1)ad

are given by

S wlon,x
(1)ad

wlon,y
(1)ad

wlon,z
(1)ad

D 5S sinu cosfl cosu cosfl 2sinfl

sinu sinfl cosu sinfl cosfl

cosu 2sinu 0
D

3S wlon,r
(1)ad

wlon,u
(1)ad

wlon,fl

(1)ad D ~57!

and those ofwtra
(1)ad by an analogous expression.

In Fig. 9, we present perspective plots of the longitudin
part of first-derivative coupling vector@wlon

(1)ad# as a function
of the hyperanglefl , at a fixed hyperradiusr ~4 bohr, 6
bohr, and 8 bohr! and a fixed hyperangleu. In Cartesian
language, this is equivalent to varyingx andy on a circle and
keepingz fixed. The corresponding adiabatic ground sta
and first-excited state electronic energies are displayed
Figs. 5–7 of Ref. 18. Figure 10 presents the correspond
perspective plots of the transverse part@wtra

(1)ad# of the first-
derivative coupling vector. In both Figs. 9 and 10, panel~a!
corresponds tou51° ~a value very close to the conical in
tersection geometries ofu50°), panel~b! to u530°, panel
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. The diabatization angle
b(r,u,fl), in degrees, for the H3 sys-
tem at ~a! r52 bohr, ~b! r54 bohr,
~c! r56 bohr, and~d! r58 bohr. The
bottom face of the panels are simila
to those of the corresponding panels
Fig. 3. The equatorial view ofb con-
tours is also given at~e! r52 bohr,~f!
r54 bohr, ~g! r56 bohr, and~h! r
58 bohr.
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~c! to u560°, and the panel~d! to u590° ~collinear geom-
etries!. The origin of the coupling vectors lies on a circle th
corresponds to a fixedu on the hyperspherical coordina
hemisphere for the indicated value ofr. This circle maps the
full fl range of 0° to 360°. The coupling vectors shown
these two figures correspond to the hyperspherical space
ing mapped by this circle. Above each of the panels t
scales are given. The one in units of bohr corresponds to
internal nuclear configuration space corresponding to the
0° to 360° fl range spanned on thexy plane. The second
one, in units of bohr21, corresponds to the three-dimension
space sampled by thex, y, andz components of the coupling
vector. The two spaces coexist on thexy plane.
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Thewlon
(1)ad andwtra

(1)ad plots atu51° @panel~a! in Figs. 9
and 10# have been included to show their behavior near
conical intersection. Theu590° case@panel~d! in these two
figures#, corresponds to collinear geometries for the triatom
system. This case is important for lower energies due to
collinear dominance of the H1H2 reaction at those energies
as will be discussed in Sec. III D. Theu530° andu560°
cases@panels~b! and~c!, respectively# have been included to
gauge the importance of the coupling vector away from
conical intersection as well as from the collinear geometr
Figure 11 displays the corresponding perpective plots of
wtra,6D

(1)ad vector, obtained in theb2 calculation described in Sec
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4 for the
g(r,u,3fl) part of the diabatization
angleb(r,u,fl) defined by Eq.~35!.
th
a

ri

e
r-
II D using 6 Dirichlet boundary conditions, atr54, 6, and 8
bohr. It has been provided to permit a comparison of
magnitude of this vector with that obtained from the optim
calculation~shown in Fig. 10!.

We can now check whether thewlon
(1)ad and wtra

(1)ad de-
scribed above satisfy Eqs.~25! and ~26!, which are conse-
quences of the geometric phase theorem. This is a nume
self-consistency check. Writing Eq.~25! explicitly in terms
of wlon

(1)ad and the symmetrized hyperspherical coordinat
and taking for pathL a closed loop around the conical inte
section between the 12A8 and 22A8 states of H3, we get for
the longitudinal topological phases@Eq. ~23!# the expression
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FT, lon~r,u!5 R wlon,fl

(1)ad ~r,u,fl8 !r sinu dfl8 , ~58!

where wlon,fl

(1)ad is the fl-component of thewlon
(1)ad vector.

Similarly, the transverse topological phase@Eq. ~24!#, can be
written in terms ofwtra

(1)ad as

FT,tra~r,u!5 R wtra,fl

(1)ad~r,u,fl8 !r sinu dfl8 , ~59!

where wtra,fl

(1)ad is thefl-component of thewtra
(1)ad vector. The
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 6. Cuts ofg(r,u,3fl) ~shown in Fig. 5! at three values ofu: 5° ~solid line!, 45° ~dashed–dotted line!, and 90°~dotted line! for ~a! r52 bohr, ~b!
r54 bohr, ~c! r56 bohr, and~d! r58 bohr and the corresponding cuts ofgDMBE(r,u,3fl) at the same three values ofu, for ~e! r52 bohr, ~f! r
54 bohr, ~g! r56 bohr, and~h! r58 bohr.
as
e-
corresponding longitudinal and transverse open-path ph
associated with Eq.~21! can be expressed in the symm
trized hyperspherical coordinates as

F lon~fl ;r,u!5E
0

fl
wlon,fl

(1)ad ~r,u,fl8 !r sinu dfl8 ~60!

and
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F tra~fl ;r,u!5E

0

fl
wtra,fl

(1)ad~r,u,fl8 !r sinu dfl8

5E
0

fl
wfl

(1)ad~r,u,fl8 !r sinu dfl82p,

~61!

wherep51 is used along with Eq.~26!, sinceL encircles the
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FIG. 7. Plots ofDg , defined by Eq.~56!, as a function ofu for four values ofr: 2 bohr~solid line!, 4 bohr~dashed line!, 6 bohr~dashed–dotted line!, and
8 bohr ~dotted line!.
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one conical intersection mentioned above. The relation
tween these open-path phases and the corresponding
logical phases is obviously

FT, lon~r,u!5F lon~2p;r,u!, ~62!

FT,tra~r,u!5F tra~2p;r,u!. ~63!

In Fig. 12 @panels~a!–~d!#, we displayF lon(fl ;r,u) as
a function offl evaluated using Eq.~60! for four values of
r ~2 bohr through 8 bohr every 2 bohr, respectively! and four
values of u (1°, 30°, 60°, and 90°). InFig. 12 @panels
~e!–~h!# we depictF tra(fl ;r,u) as a function offl evalu-
ated using Eq.~61! at the same values ofr andu. The values
of the corresponding topological phasesFT, lon(r,u) and
FT,tra(r,u) can be read off these panels by taking the op
path phases atfl52p ~or 360°). The results shown in Figs
9–12 are analyzed in Sec. III D.

C. Diabatic potential energy surfaces

Once the diabatization angleb(q) is known from the
solution of Poisson equation, the diabatic energy ma
«d(q) can be evaluated using Eq.~20! which in extended
form is
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
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«d~q!5S «11
d ~q! «12

d ~q!

«21
d ~q! «22

d ~q!
D

5Ũ@b~q!#S «1
ad~q! 0

0 «2
ad~q!

D U@b~q!#, ~64!

whereU@b(q)# is given by Eq.~16!. «1
ad(q) and«2

ad(q) are,
respectively the adiabatic ground and first-excited PE
which have been fitted earlier to theab intio energies using
the DMBE-single-polynomial~DSP! method.18 From this ex-
pression we get

«11
d ~q!5cos2 b~q!«1

ad~q!1sin2 b~q!«2
ad~q!,

«22
d ~q!5sin2 b~q!«1

ad~q!1cos2 b~q!«2
ad~q!, ~65!

«12
d ~q!5«21

d ~q!5cosb~q!sinb~q! @«2
ad~q!2«1

ad~q!#.

Panels~a! and ~b! of Figs. 13 and 14, and Fig. 15 show th
adiabatic and diabatic PES contours in theXlZl plane of
Fig. 1, which corresponds to thegl50° and 180° cuts. Pan
els ~c! and~d! in Figs. 13 and 14 show these contours in t
YZl plane of Fig. 1, which corresponds to thegl590° cut.
Figure 16 depicts the conical intersection energies, co
sponding to equilateral triangle configurations, as a funct
of r for four sets of electronically adiabaticab initio PES
calculations: DSP,18 LSTH,64–66DMBE,47 and EQMC.63 The
DSP curve corresponds to theZl50 energies in panels~c!
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FIG. 8. Plots ofg6D , the g angle ob-
tained from the solution of a Poisso
equation using Dirichlet boundary
conditions at all six boundaries. Pane
~a!–~d! show the three-dimensiona
plots and panels~e!–~h! show the
equatorial view of its contours similar
to Fig. 4.
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and ~d! of Fig. 13. Figures 17–19 show equatorial view
~described in the first paragraph of Sec. III A! of the PES
contours through their mapping onto thex̄lȳl tangent plane
of Fig. 1. In the next section we will discuss the features
the adiabatic and diabatic PESs through their contours
played in Figs. 13–15 and 17–19.

D. Discussion

Figure 4@panels~a!–~d!# displays the diabatization angl
b(r,u,fl) for four fixed values of the hyperradiusr. In all
these panels, the dominance of thefl/2 part ofb is clearly
visible: Asfl increases from 0 to 2p, b varies from a value
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
f
s-

close to 0 to a value close top. Besides this behavior, som
small variations are visible in thefl-dependence ofb. Due
to the dominance of thefl/2 term, it is hard to distinguish
theb at r52 bohr~corresponding to a compact set of geom
etries! from that at r58 bohr ~corresponding to a near
asymptotic set of geometries!, except for the small variations
mentioned above which become slightly more prominent
r increases from 2 bohr to 8 bohr.

Panels~e!–~h! of Fig. 4 depict the equatorial view of th
contours corresponding to theb panels ~a!–~d!. In these
equatorial views, the three atom–diatom arrangement ch
nels lie along thefl50°, 120°, and 240° lines. These pa
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 9. Longitudinal~removable! part of theab initio first-derivative coupling vector,wlon
(1)ad(r,u,fl) as a function offl for r54 bohr, 6 bohr, and 8 bohr

and ~a! u51° ~near-conical intersection geometries!, ~b! u530°, ~c! u560°, and~d! u590° ~collinear geometries!.
en
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on
els show that their contour lines are mainly radial, indep
dently of the value ofr. This is a consequence of having s
g50° at fl50° and 60° ~the S1 and S2 boundary sur-
faces!, for the reasons given in Sec. II D. They also sho
clearly thefl/2 dependence ofb with the contour values
increasing with an increase infl . Hence, although in this
view theb contours seem to haveP3 symmetry they actually
don’t, due to thisfl/2 dependence. The feature that is cle
in these contours ofb that was not very obvious in pane
~a!–~d! of Fig. 4 is thatb increases sharply with an increa
in fl around thefl560°, 180°, and 300° lines and in
creases slowly in other regions. This sharp increase beco
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
-
t

r
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sharper with an increase inr as we go from panel~e! (r
52 bohr) to panel~h! (r58 bohr). In each panel, the lin
corresponding tofl50° and 180° is interesting because o
thefl50° line b is zero and on the 180° line it is 90°. Thi
has the following effect on the behavior of diabatic surfac
«11

d , «22
d , and «12

d @using Eqs.~65! discussed in Sec. III C#
and on the diabatic nuclear wave functionsx1

d andx2
d @using

Eqs. ~18! and ~16! discussed in the introduction#: ~a! the
coupling PES«12

d is zero on both thesefl lines; ~b! on the
fl50° line, «11

d 5«1
ad and «22

d 5«2
ad, which means that the

adiabatic and diabatic nuclear wave functions coincide
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FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 9 for the transverse~nonremovable! part of theab initio first-derivative coupling vector,wtra
(1)ad(r,u,fl).
on
it

io
s

i
n

s
e

this line; and~c! on the fl5180° line, «11
d 5«2

ad and «22
d

5«1
ad, which means that the adiabatic nuclear wave functi

are switched in the diabatic representation on this line w
one of them switching sign also, i.e.,x1

d5x2
ad and x2

d5
2x1

ad. This provides good physical insight into the behav
of the diabatic PESs and diabatic nuclear wave function
terms of their adiabatic counterparts on thefl5constant
half-planes in configuration space just considered. Other
terestingfl half-planes are those corresponding to 45° a
135° because along them«11

d and«22
d coincide.

It is hard to see any quantitative variation inb as a
function of the hyperangleu. To make this and previously
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
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mentioned distinctions clear, panels~a!–~d! of Fig. 5 display
the g(r,u,3fl) part of the diabatization angle, which doe
not contain the dominantfl/2 term. In all these panels, th
P3 symmetry is visible, asg repeats itself every 2p/3 radi-
ans. Forr52 bohr,g fluctuates as a function offl between
25° and15°. As a function ofu ~looking from the center
of the bottom circle to its edge!, it starts from 0° atu50°
and increases~or decreases! to its maximum~or minimum!
value atu590°. For r54 bohr ~which is an important re-
gion for the reaction dynamics!, the oscillations ofg with fl

are sharper~as compared to ther52 bohr case!, and have a
larger amplitude, staying between216° and116°. As u is
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 9 for the transverse~nonremovable! part of theab initio first-derivative coupling vectorwtra,6D
(1)ad(r,u,fl), obtained using the same

Dirichlet boundary conditions as in Fig. 8.
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tr

e
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r

varied, g has the same behavior as that for ther52 bohr
case. Forr56 bohr and 8 bohrg displays sharper oscilla
tions, and amplitudes that stay between220° and120°.
This indicates that it is approaching its asymptotic limit asr
increases. Theiru-dependence is similar to that for ther
52 bohr and 4 bohr cases. Since the diabatization ma
U@b(q)# elements are sines and cosines ofb @see Eq.~16!#,
the dominance of thefl/2 term manifests itself as a chang
in the sign of the electronic and the nuclear adiabatic w
functions and forces the diabatic wave functions to be sin
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
ix

e
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valued, as discussed previously after Eq.~35!. Theg term in
that equation is important in determining the characteris
of the diabatic PESs that appear in Eq.~19!.

Panels~e!–~h! of Fig. 5 depict equatorial views ofg
contours corresponding to panels~a!–~d!, respectively. These
panels show the expectedP3 symmetry. Again, the contou
lines have a strong radial behavior for all values ofr due to
the choice of boundary conditions onS1 and S2 just men-
tioned. In addition, the sharp rise observed in theb panels
discussed earlier around thefl560°, 180°, and 300° lines
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 12. LongitudinalF lon(fl ;r,u)
and transverseF tra(fl ;r,u) open
path phases as a function offl for
four values ofu: 1° ~solid line!, 30°
~dashed line!, 60° ~dotted line!, and
90° ~dashed–dotted line! for each of
the four values ofr: ~a! and~e! 2 bohr,
~b! and ~f! 4 bohr, ~c! and ~g! 6 bohr,
and ~d! and ~h! 8 bohr.
g

lu

5°
e

lla-

st in
r.

d-
t
s

is manifested in theseg contours with the sharpness risin
with an increase inr as we go from panel~e! (r52 bohr) to
panel~h! (r58 bohr). Across thesefl lines g goes from a
large positive value to a large negative value, the abso
value of which also increases withr.

Three constant-u cuts ofg plots in Fig. 5, which provide
additional insight into the features ofg, are shown in Fig. 6
@panels ~a!–~d!#. In each of these panels, theu55° cut
~shown as a solid line! depicts the behavior ofg in the vi-
cinity of equilateral triangle geometries. Theu590° cut
~dotted line! shows it for collinear geometries and the 4
cut ~dashed–dotted line! shows it for a set of intermediat
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
te

geometries. For all three cuts the amplitude of the osci
tions in g is smallest forr52 bohr and increases asr in-
creases to 8 bohr. The increase in this amplitude is large
going from r52 bohr to 4 bohr and tapers off by 8 boh
Another interesting feature not very clear in theg plots of
Fig. 5 is thatg, which repeats itself every 2p/3 radians with
a maximum in the first half and a minimum in the secon
half of any 2p/3 radians period infl , does not display tha
maximum~or minimum! at the exact middle of those halve
but is skewed towards the middle of those full 2p/3 radians
periods. The corresponding cuts forgDMBE are displayed in
Fig. 6 @panels ~e!–~h!# for comparison. Forr52 bohr,
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FIG. 13. ~a! Adiabatic ground state («1
ad) energy contours in theXlZl plane of Fig. 1 for a collinear approach (gl50° or 180°) of the H atom to the H2

molecule;~b! corresponding contours for the first-excited state («2
ad) energies;~c! «1

ad contours in theYZl plane of Fig. 1 for a perpendicular approac
(gl590°) of the H atom to the H2 molecule;~d! corresponding contours for«2

ad. All contour energies shown are in eV and correspond to the DSP fit toab
initio energies described in Ref. 18. The dashed lines in panels~c! and ~d! correspond to conical intersection geometries.
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gDMBE has a maximum whereg has a minimum and vice
versa. For all otherr, it shows the qualitatively correct be
havior but with the absolute value of its maximum~or mini-
mum! always smaller than that ofg. Also, for all r, the
agreement betweengDMBE and g gets worse asu is in-
creased. To make this comparison more quantitative, we
play in Fig. 7 the quantityDg(r,u) defined by Eq.~56! as a
function of u for fixed values ofr. As expected,gDMBE

agrees in general with the present optimalg only close to the
conical intersection (u50°). In the vicinity of r54 bohr,
this agreement is very good up to aboutu530°. This analy-
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
is-

sis shows that even if the transverse part of theab initio
first-derivative coupling is ignored, as was done in t
DMBE treatment,47 gDMBE and hencebDMBE agrees with the
currentg only in the vicinity of the conical intersection, a
expected, and should not be used to construct diabatic s
and nuclear wave functions for accurate two-electronic-s
scattering calculations.

Figure 8 displays theg6D obtained from the Poisson
equation solution using only Dirichlet boundary condition
Comparison of panels~a!–~d! of this figure with the corre-
sponding panels of Fig. 5 shows that the maximum mag
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 14. Same as for Fig. 13 except that the displayed energy contours correspond to the diagonal diabatic energies«11
d and«22

d .
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tude ofg6D is on average half that of the optimalg. This can
be qualitatively explained by the fact thatg6D is made to be
zero at all six boundaries and hence it does not incre
enough in magnitude inside the enclosed region to bec
smaller than the corresponding optimalg. In addition, the
maxima and minima ing6D occur in the samefl regions as
those of the corresponding optimalg. Comparing the con-
tours ofg6D @Fig. 8 panels~e!–~h!# with those of the optimal
g @Fig. 5 panels~e!–~h!# highlights the qualitative similarity
in the sharp rises aroundfl560°, 180°, and 300°.

As mentioned in Sec. III B, Fig. 9 displays the longit
dinal part@wlon

(1)ad# of the first-derivative coupling vector fo
r54, 6, and 8 bohr. It has four sets of panels:~a! u51°
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
se
e

~triatomic geometries near the conical intersection!, ~b! u
530°, ~c! u560°, and~d! u590° ~collinear triatomic ge-
ometries!. Figure 10 displays the corresponding plots for t
transverse part (wtra

(1)ad) of that coupling vector.
The panels in the leftmost column of Fig. 9 depict t

wlon
(1)ad vector forr54 bohr, which is expected to be of hig

dynamical importance for the H1H2 reaction. For theu
51° case@Fig. 9~a!, r54 bohr#, the longitudinal vector has
a magnitude of about 5 bohr21 and a negligible
z-component, translating into a strong dominance of
fl-component near the conical intersection. The adiab
energies (E1 andE2 , see Fig. 5 in Ref. 18! are comparable
to each other and stay around 3.6 eV in this region. Au
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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530° @Fig. 9~b!, r54 bohr#, values ofE1 as low as 1.5 eV
occur,E2 is 5 eV or larger andwlon

(1)ad has a smaller magni
tude than for theu51° case@Fig. 9~a!, r54 bohr#. At u
560° @Fig. 9~c!, r54 bohr#, values ofE1 as low as 0.25 eV
occur,E2 is 6 eV or larger, andwlon

(1)ad shows a sharper varia
tion with fl than before@Fig. 9~b!, r54 bohr# aroundfl

FIG. 15. Contours corresponding to the off-diagonal diabatic energy«12
d in

theXlZl plane of Fig. 1 for a collinear approach (gl50° or 180°) of the H
atom to the H2 molecule. All contour energies shown are in eV.
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
560°, 180°, and 300°. Atu590° @Fig. 9~d!, r54 bohr#,
which corresponds to collinear geometries,E1 energies as
low as 0.2 eV occur and this PES varies more rapidly w
fl than for the smaller values ofu, andE2 is again 6 eV or
larger. wlon

(1)ad is comparable to theu560° case. For ther
56 bohr~panels in the central column of Fig. 9! and 8 bohr
~panels in the rightmost column of Fig. 9! cases, which cor-
respond to triatomic large sized geometries, the electro
energies as well as the longitudinal vectors have gen
characteristics that are analogous to ther54 bohr case. In
both these cases,E1 energies as low as 0.2 eV occur an
wlon

(1)ad has comparable or larger magnitudes with maxi
aroundfl560°, 180°, and 300°.

The panels in the leftmost column of Fig. 10 displa
wtra

(1)ad, the transverse part of the coupling vector forr
54 bohr, where we observe very small absolute magnitu
near the conical intersection@u51°, Fig. 10~a!#. For this
value ofr, as we move away from the conical intersectio
the magnitude ofwtra

(1)ad increases to between 0.05 bohr21 and
0.1 bohr21. There is also an initial increase@up to aroundu
560°, Fig. 10~c!# and a final decrease in the relative ma
nitude of itsz-component. Theu-component@wtra,u

(1)ad# of the
transverse coupling vector atu590° should be zero@due to
the Neumann condition imposed at this boundary by E
~47!#. This should manifest itself in thez-component of the
transverse vector being zero@due to Eq.~57!#. Figure 10
panel~d! ~for r54 bohr) shows that it is close to zero~less
than 0.001 bohr21) everywhere except atfl50°, 120°, and
240°, where it is of the order of 0.030 bohr21. This is due to
FIG. 16. Conical intersection energies as a function ofr for DSP~crosses!, DMBE ~circles!, LSTH ~squares!, and EQMC~triangles! PESs. The DSP curve
corresponds toZl50 energies in panels~c! and ~d! of Fig. 13.
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FIG. 17. Adiabatic ground state (E1) energy contours
in an equatorial view~see text for definition! for ~a! r
52 bohr, ~b! r54 bohr, ~c! r56 bohr, and ~d! r
58 bohr; and corresponding adiabatic first-excite
state (E2) energy contours for~e! r52 bohr, ~f! r
54 bohr, ~g! r56 bohr, and~h! r58 bohr. All con-
tour energies shown are in eV.
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the Dirichlet boundary condition imposed ong at fl50°
@see Eq.~42!# and by symmetry at 120° and 240°. A look
the adiabatic energies in these regions~see Fig. 5 in Ref. 18!
indicates that these energies remain higher than 10 eV
these regions, which will therefore not be accessible for s
tering at or below 5 eV. Forr56 bohr ~central column of
Fig. 10! andr58 bohr~rightmost column of Fig. 10!, noth-
ing unusual happens except for the fact that away from
conical intersection the magnitudes ofwtra

(1)ad increase to the
0.01 bohr21 to 0.02 bohr21 range.

A comparison of the transverse coupling vectors~Fig.
10! with their longitudinal counterparts~Fig. 9! leads to the
following conclusions. For all hyperradii shown, the tran
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
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verse vectors have similar magnitudex, y, and z compo-
nents, where thex andy components are smaller in gener
than their longitudinal counterparts. Comparing Figs. 9~a!
and 10~a! for r54 bohr, both of which correspond tou
51° ~near-conical intersection geometries!, the transverse
~or nonremovable! vector is three orders of magnitud
smaller than its longitudinal counterpart, a typical situati
near the conical intersection. In sharp contrast, compa
Figs. 9~d! and 10~d! for this hyperradius, both of which cor
respond tou590° ~collinear geometries!, the magnitudes of
the transverse and longitudinal vectors are similar to e
other but at least an order of magnitude smaller than
magnitude of the longitudinal vector near the conical int
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 18. Same as for Fig. 17 except that the display
energy contours correspond to the diagonal diabatic
ergies«11

d and«22
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the
section. These conclusions are valuable due to the dynam
importance of the region aroundr54 bohr. Near the conica
intersection (u51°), theground (E1) and first-excited (E2)
adiabatic PESs are very close to each other~see Fig. 5 in Ref.
18!, so one expects that there will be maximum hopping
the nuclei between these PESs. In this region, the transv
~nonremovable! part is quite small~around 0.005 bohr21 or
less! and so this part is expected to have only a small eff
on the reactive scattering. Near the collinear geometry
gions,u590°, theE1 and E2 adiabatic PESs are separat
by around 5 eV, so although the transverse vector is not
much smaller than the longitudinal vector, the separation
tween the surfaces is big enough that it should prevent
noticeable hopping of nuclei from one surface to the oth
The same analysis forr56 bohr and 8 bohr leads to simila
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
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conclusions. The main points of difference are as follows.
we go from the conical intersection region,u51°, to the
collinear region,u590°, the transverse vector remains
least an order of magnitude smaller than the longitudi
vector, whenever the two surfaces are closer than 5 eV.
transverse part becomes comparable to the longitudinal
only in regions where the two surfaces are separated by 5
or more.

Figure 11 depicts the transverse vectorwtra,6D
(1)ad obtained

by the all-Dirichlet Poisson equation calculationb2 described
in Sec. II D. Its leftmost column (r54 bohr) compared with
the optimalwtra

(1)ad ~leftmost column of Fig. 10! shows that
the magnitudes of the former are 2 to 4 times those of
latter. The middle column of Fig. 11 (r56 bohr), compared
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FIG. 19. Contours corresponding to the off-diagon
diabatic energy«12

d in the equatorial view for~a! r
52 bohr, ~b! r54 bohr, ~c! r56 bohr, and ~d! r
58 bohr.
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with the corresponding column of Fig. 10, shows thatwtra,6D
(1)ad

is 5–10 times larger in magnitude thanwtra
(1)ad. A similar

comparison of the rightmost column (r58 bohr) shows its
magnitude to be 10–50 times larger than that of the opti
wtra

(1)ad vector. To make this comparison quantitative over
full domain U we evaluated, using Eq.~54!, the average
magnitude of both transverse parts and found them to
0.0208 bohr21 for the optimal transverse vector an
0.0981 bohr21 for the full-Dirichlet wtra,6D

(1)ad transverse vector
resulting in a value of the ratio defined by Eq.~55! of j2

54.7, i.e., thewtra,6D
(1)ad vector is in average nearly five time

larger than the optimal one. This shows that the minimizat
provided by the three-Neumann boundary conditions of
optimal calculationb0 is very significant. Since it is the
transverse part that is retained in the diabatic equations
scribing the nuclear motion, and has been minimized o
the entire important domainU of nuclear configuration
space, it will be interesting to determine by a perturbat
treatment how and in what regions of that space it will aff
the scattering dynamics for the H3 system at energies of th
order of 5 eV and below.

The values of the^wtra
(1)ad& i for the calculationsb3

through b8 were 0.0856 bohr21, 0.0236 bohr21,
0.0683 bohr21, 0.0863 bohr21, 0.0978 bohr21, and
0.0687 bohr21, respectively, resulting in corresponding va
ues ofj i of 4.1, 1.1, 3.3, 4.1, 4.7, and 3.3. Two importa
conclusions are:

~a! the b4 calculation~Neumann conditions onS4 andS6

and Dirichlet conditionsg50 at otherSi) is almost as
good as the optimalb0 calculation;

~b! the order of importance of using Neumann bound
conditions to minimizê wtra

(1)ad& is S6 first, followed by
S4 andS5 .

Figure 12 shows the longitudinalF lon(fl ;r,u) and
transverseF tra(fl ;r,u) open path phases as a function
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fl for four values ofu and four values ofr evaluated using
Eqs. ~60! and ~61!. For theu51° case, to a very good ap
proximation ~0.2% or smaller difference! F lon is equal to
fl/2 for all the values ofr considered. This is clearly ex
pected because this value ofu corresponds to a region o
configuration space very close to the conical intersection
fl/2 is a major part of the diabatization angleb, g being
very small in that region. For other values ofu, F lon fluctu-
ates around thisfl/2 value and returns to it at regular inte
vals of 60° infl . As a result, we can approximateF lon by
a sum of two terms, the first one beingfl/2 and the second
more complicated one possessing theP3 symmetry~of H3)
via a sin 3fl dependence. This second term is theg term of
the diabatization angleb given by Eq.~35!, since from Eqs.
~13! and ~60! we haveF lon[b. The fluctuations inF lon

aboutfl/2 are due to this second term and have an am
tude which increases monotonically withr between r
52 bohr andr58 bohr. This seems to stem from the fa
that for a large value ofr, the length of the circular loop
around the conical intersection is large, which leads to
large phase accumulation in these fluctuations. As mentio
in Sec. III B, the corresponding topological phases~closed-
loop line integrals,FT, lon) can be read off these panels b
looking at the value ofF lon at fl52p. It can be seen tha
for all values ofr andu considered in Fig. 12@panels~a!–
~d!#, FT, lon5p, satisfying the condition given by Eq.~25!
for p51 since we are encircling only one conical interse
tion, the one between the 12A8 and 22A8 electronic states of
H3.

The transverse open path phaseF tra(fl ;r,u) was
evaluated as a function offl by using both the middle par
and the right-hand side of Eq.~61! for the same four values
each ofr andu, used forF lon . Both evaluations give iden
tical results, which is shown in panels~e!–~h! of Fig. 12.
This again is consistent with the fact that we are encircl
one conical intersection. For theu51° case,F tra is nearly
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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zero, which is expected due to the dominance ofwlon
(1)ad over

wtra
(1)ad in this region close to the conical intersection. In ge

eral, for eachu, F tra is the sum of a linear term infl ,
whose slope can be positive, negative or zero, plus an o
latory term of period 2p/3. Also, the corresponding topo
logical phasesFT,tra (F tra at fl52p) show a value close to
zero not only foru51° and all four values ofr, but also for
u590° ~i.e., collinear geometries! at r54 bohr. Examina-
tion of thewtra

(1)ad vector~Fig. 10! at these geometries, show
that its magnitude is comparable to its value at other ge
etries whereFT,tra is significantly different from zero. We
conclude that the vanishing ofFT,tra is a necessary but in
sufficient condition for the the first-derivative coupling ve
tor to be purely longitudinal.

Using the diabatization angleb obtained as described i
Sec. III A and discussed in the first two paragraphs of
present section, and the adiabatic ground and first-exc
DSP PESs obtained previously,18 we have calculated, usin
Eq. ~65!, the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the
abatic energy matrix«d. Figure 13 shows the cuts of th
adiabatic ground («1

ad) and first-excited («2
ad) PESs with the

XlZl andYZl planes as explained in Sec. III C. Panels~a!–
~b! correspond to collinear configurations and show the th
atom–diatom channels. For such configurations, the low
value of«1

ad is 0.013 eV~close to the H1H2 limit ! and that of
«2

ad is 4.62 eV ~close to the H1H1H limit !. In addition,
since the intersection between these two PESs occurs
equilateral triangle (u50°) geometries, the collinear (u
590°) cuts of these panels do not intersect. Panels~c! and
~d! correspond to perpendicular configurations, which
Zl50 are equilateral triangles and hence conical intersec
configurations. Therefore, the dashed horizontal lines
these panels~at Zl50) correspond to the conical interse
tion lines for which«1

ad5«2
ad. The minimum value of this

conical intersection energy for the DSP PESs~Ref. 18! also
used in the present calculation is 2.85 eV and occurs for
5Y52.6 bohr. The corresponding point is located in pa
~d! inside the 3 eV contour. The hyperspherical coordina
don’t span negative values ofY, but these are nevertheles
included for display convenience. The highest energy c
tour for «1

ad depicted in panel~c! is for 2.4 eV and the lowes
energy contour for«2

ad depicted in panel~d! is for 3.0 eV. The
conical intersection energies@corresponding toZl50 in pan-
els ~c! and~d!# are displayed in Fig. 16 as a function ofr for
the DSP, DMBE, LSTH, and EQMC PESs. The minima
the latter three are 2.75, 2.76, and 2.73 eV, respectively.
minimum DSP conical intersection energy of 2.85 eV me
tioned above is slightly higher than that for the latter thr
PESs. This is due to the fact that theab initio electronic
energies used for fitting the DSP PESs resulted from ca
lations performed to obtain good energies for both
ground and first-excited state. This leads to a slightly hig
DSP energy than it would be, if the basis set used was cho
to optimize the ground state energies only.18

Fig. 14 depicts the diagonal elements («11
d and «22

d ) of
the diabatic energy matrix on the same cuts as Fig. 13.
the collinear configurations@panels~a! and ~b!#, the lowest
«11

d and«22
d contours displayed are for 0.5 eV but are locat

in different regions of the internal configuration space. T
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«11
d minimum occurs in the positiveZl region for some val-

ues ofXl at which the«1
ad contours also show a minimum

The «22
d minimum however occurs in the negativeZl region

for some values ofXl at which «1
ad contours also show a

minimum. Interestingly, the saddle point atXl50 in «1
ad

@Fig. 13~a!# transforms to a well roughly 2.0 eV deep fo
«22

d . The behavior of«11
d in this region is very similar to tha

of «2
ad @Fig. 13~b!#. The «11

d and «22
d PESs display an inter

section for collinear geometries at about 4.5 eV. No inters
tion is present for such geometries between the«1

ad and«2
ad

PESs. For the perpendicular configurations@panels~c! and
~d!#, the relation of«11

d and«22
d with «1

ad and«2
ad is similar to

that for the collinear case. Also for these configurations,
«11

d and«22
d PESs display an intersection at around 2.85

similar to the one between the adiabatic PESs. Figure
shows the off-diagonal element«12

d of the diabatic energy
matrix for collinear configurations. This element vanishes
perpendicular configurations. From Eqs.~65! and~35! it can
be easily shown that in general«12

d is antisymmetric with
respect tofl50° and fl5180°, i.e., theYZl plane, for
which Xl50. Figure 15 corresponds toY50. As a result,
this antisymmetry manifests itself in that figure with respe
to theXl50 axis. This translates into«12

d being attractive for
Xl.0 and repulsive forXl,0. Since«12

d is of the same
order of magnitude as«11

d and«22
d and it is the largest term

that couples the two nuclear motion scattering equation
the two-electronic-state diabatic representation of Eq.~19!, it
should be of major importance for the dynamics of t
H1H2 reaction at energies for which the two PESs parti
pate.

Fig. 17 displays the adiabatic PESs in equatorial vie
for four values of the hyperradiir ~2, 4, 6, and 8 bohr!.
These PESs have been discussed previously18 and are re-
peated here only for comparison with the correspond
views of the diabatic PESs. Figure 18 depicts the diago
«11

d and «22
d PESs in the equatorial view for the same fo

values ofr. TheP3 symmetry of the adiabatic PESs is lost
the diabatic representation due to thefl/2 term inb @see Eq.
~35!# which does not have the required 3fl dependence. Fo
r52 bohr, the lowest contour displayed for both the«11

d and
«22

d PESs is the 3.5 eV contour. Forr54 bohr, 6 bohr and 8
bohr it is the 0.5 eV contour. A close look at all panels in F
18 indicates that the top half circle of«11

d looks like «1
ad and

the bottom half looks like«2
ad. Similarly, the top half of«22

d

looks like «2
ad and the bottom half looks like«1

ad. This is
closely related to the discussion involving Fig. 4, where
the fl50° line ~lying in the top half circle! b equals 0°
making «11

d 5«1
ad and «22

d 5«2
ad and for thefl5180° line

~lying in the bottom half circle! b equals 90° which makes
«11

d 5«2
ad and«22

d 5«1
ad. Figure 19 shows the off-diagonal«12

d

term of the diabatic energy matrix in an equatorial view f
the same four values ofr. As in Fig. 15, the contours are
antisymmetric with respect to thefl50°,180°~i.e., theYZl

plane!, one half of the«12
d PES being repulsive and the oth

half attractive. It displays a large flat region of 0 eV arou
the fl50°,180° lines suggesting negligible coupling
these regions. It will be interesting to see how this antisy
metric property of«12

d affects the scattering dynamics in suc
regions for energies of interest~less than 5 eV!.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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We conclude, from the discussion in this section, t
neglecting the transverse~nonremovable! part ofw(1)ad in the
diabatic nuclear Schro¨dinger equation should, as is usual
assumed, but especially for the optimal adiabatization
scribed in this paper, be a good approximation in the fi
step of an accurate two-state scattering calculation. As
have already computed this nonremovable part, we can a
as a perturbation to the scattering results in a second step
thereby assess just how good this approximation really
Use of the global optimal diabatic basis reported here is
derway in the implementation of a two-electronic-state sc
tering calculation for H3.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have reported the first global optimal diabatic bas
obtained from accurateab initio first-derivative couplings
between the 12A8 and 22A8 adiabatic PESs of H3. These
couplings were used in a three-dimensional Poisson equa
for the diabatization angle, over the entire dynamically i
portant domainU of internal nuclear configuration spac
together with a combination of Neumann and Dirich
boundary conditions. These conditions were chosen so a
minimize the average value of the magnitude of the tra
verse ~nonremovable! part of the first-derivative coupling
vector over that domain. Since that is the only part of t
vector that appears in the diabatic nuclear motion Sch¨-
dinger equation, the result is an optimal diabatic basis.
minimization was measured quantitatively by solving t
Poisson equation with only Dirichlet boundary conditio
and comparing the average magnitude of the transverse
tor obtained from this solution with that obtained from t
optimal solution. The former was found to be 4.7 tim
larger than the optimal one, indicating that the minimizati
provided by the Neumann boundary conditions used in
latter was very significant.

The diabatization angle was calculated over the fullU
domain. The resulting diagonal and off-diagonal compone
of the diabatic potential energy matrix were obtained a
their importance for the reactive scattering process was
cussed. The longitudinal and transverse parts of the full fi
derivative coupling vector were calculated and a deta
analysis of their relative magnitudes in the dynamically i
portant regions of nuclear configuration space was presen
In a first but good approximation to the nuclear motion
abatic scattering equations, the transverse part can be
glected~as well as the small second-derivative diabatic c
pling matrix correction to the diabatic PESs!. Since,
however, it is now known, it can be introduced perturbativ
at a later stage to assess its importance for the t
electronic-state scattering calculations. It is expected to h
only a small effect on the scattering dynamics, but just h
small remains to be determined.
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APPENDIX: OPTIMAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR
THE DIABATIZATION ANGLE POISSON
EQUATION

Consider the Helmholtz decomposition of the firs
derivative coupling vectorw(1)ad(q) given by Eq.~28!,

w(1)ad~q!5“qb~q!1wtra
(1)ad~q!, ~A1!

where the diabatization angleb(q) is the solution of the
Poisson equation@Eq. ~29!#,

¹q
2b~q!5s~q!, ~A2!

the source terms(q) being defined by

s~q!5¹q•w(1)ad~q!. ~A3!

Let b0(q) andb1(q) be solutions of Eq.~A2! subject to
boundary conditions specified by the functions B0(qS), and
B1(qS) respectively and to be given in greater detail belo
qS designates values ofq on the boundary surfaceS that
encloses the domainV in which Eq.~A2! is to be solved. In
the symmetrized hyperspherical coordinatesq (r,u,fl),
that domain is given byrmin<r<rmax, umin<u<umax and
fl min<fl<fl max. S is comprised of 6 partsSi ( i 51 – 6)
described in Sec. II D. Dirichlet conditions are used on
S1 , S2 , and S3 parts ofS for the reasons described afte
Eqs.~42!, ~44!, and~45!. As a result of these equations an
Eq. ~35! we have

b0~S1!50, b1~S1!50,

b0~S2!5p/6, b1~S2!5p/6, ~A4!

b0~S3!5fl/2, b1~S3!5fl/2.

This leaves the three remaining boundary surfacesS4

throughS6 on which Neumann, Dirichlet or mixed boundar
conditions may be adopted.

Let us define a residue functionE(b(q)) that measures
the square of the average magnitude ofwtra

(1)ad(q) over the
domainV,

E~b~q!!5E
V
@w(1)ad~q!2“qb~q!#2dq. ~A5!

In addition, let

Db~q!5b1~q!2b0~q!. ~A6!

We now impose the condition thatb0(q) be the solution of
the Poisson equation that minimizes the average value
uwtra

(1)ad(q)u over V. This condition can be expressed as

H ]

]e
E@b0~q!1eDb~q!#J ~e50!50. ~A7!

This minimization condition will result in a specification o
the boundary function B0(qS) and of the nature of the asso
ciated boundary condition~Neumann, Dirichlet or mixed!, as
described below.

In light of the Dirichlet conditions represented by Eq
~A4!, the quantityDb(q) is given by

Db~S1!50,

Db~S2!50, ~A8!
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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1061J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 3, 15 January 2002 Diabatic transformation
Db~S3!50,

on the twofl boundary surfacesS1 and S2 and the mini-
mum u boundary surfaceS3 . Replacement of Eq.~A5! into
Eq. ~A7! results in

H ]

]e EV
@w(1)ad~q!2“qb0~q!2e“qDb~q!#2dqJ ~e50!50.

~A9!

Sinceq ande are independent variables, we can interchan
the order of differentiation and integration in this express
to get

E
V
@w(1)ad~q!2“qb0~q!#•“qDb~q!dq50. ~A10!

With the help of the identity

u•“qv5“q•~vu!2v~“q•u!. ~A11!

wherev andu are arbitrary scalar and vector functions ofq,
Eq. ~A10! furnishes

E
V
“q•$Db~q!@w(1)ad~q!2“qb0~q!#%dq2E

V
Db~q!

3@“q•w(1)ad~q!2¹q
2b0~q!#dq50. ~A12!

Using the Gauss divergence theorem in the first term and
~A3! in the second term of this equation we get

E
S
Db~q!@w(1)ad~q!2“qb0~q!#•ds2E

V
Db~q!@s~q!

2¹q
2b0~q!#dq50, ~A13!

where the integral over the boundary surfaceS is the sum of
six individual integrals evaluated on the six boundary s
facesSi ,i 51 – 6. The quantity inside square brackets in t
second term of Eq.~A13! is equal to zero sinceb0(q) is a
solution of the Poisson equation@Eq. ~A2!#. We now expand
the surface integral in the first term of that equation and w

I ~S!5E
S
Db~q!@w(1)ad~q!2“qb0~q!#•ds

5(
i 51

6

I ~Si !50, ~A14!

where

I ~Si !5E
Si

Db~qSi
!@w(1)ad~qSi

!2“qb0~qSi
!#•ds i

~A15!

are the surface integrals of interest on the six parts of
closed surfaceS. They can be expressed as

I ~S1!52E
rmin

rmaxE
umin

umax
Db~S1!Fwfl

(1)ad~r,u,fl min!

2S 1

r sinu

]b0~q!

]fl
D

fl min

Gr drdu, ~A16!
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I ~S2!5E
rmin

rmaxE
umin

umax
Db~S2!Fwfl

(1)ad~r,u,flmax!

2S 1

r sinu

]b0~q!

]fl
D

fl max

Gr drdu, ~A17!

I ~S3!52E
rmin

rmaxE
fl min

fl max
Db~S3!Fwu

(1)ad~r,umin ,fl!

2S 1

r

]b0~q!

]u D
umin

Grsinumin drdfl , ~A18!

I ~S4!5E
rmin

rmaxE
fl min

fl max
Db~S4!Fwu

(1)ad~r,umax,fl!

2S 1

r

]b0~q!

]u D
umax

Gr sinumaxdrdfl , ~A19!

I ~S5!52E
umin

umaxE
fl min

flmax
Db~S5!Fwr

(1)ad~rmin ,u,fl!

2S ]b0~q!

]r D
rmin

Grmin
2 sinu dudfl , ~A20!

I ~S6!5E
umin

umaxE
fl min

flmax
Db~S6!Fwr

(1)ad~rmax,u,fl!

2S ]b0~q!

]r D
rmax

Grmax
2 sinu dudfl . ~A21!

Because of the Dirichlet conditions onS1 , S2 , andS3 that
resulted in Eqs.~A8!, I (S1), I (S2), andI (S3) vanish. Equa-
tion ~A14! requires that the sum of the remainingI (Si) terms
should vanish. Given the arbitrariness of theDb(Si) for i
54 – 6, in order for that to happen, it is necessary that e
of its terms vanish. This results in

S ]b0~q!

]r D
rmin

5wr
(1)ad~rmin ,u,fl!, ~A22!

S ]b0~q!

]r D
rmax

5wr
(1)ad~rmax,u,fl!, ~A23!

S ]b0~q!

]u D
umax

5r wu
(1)ad~r,umax,fl!. ~A24!

These are the Neumann boundary conditions used at tr
andu boundaries as described in Sec. II D in Eqs.~46!–~50!.
Together with Eqs.~A4! they specify the boundary function
B0(qS) and the nature of the associated boundary conditio
as indicated after Eq.~A7!. This physically acceptable choic
of boundary conditions minimizes the average value of
magnitude of the coupling vectorwtra

(1)ad(q) over the impor-
tant domainV and hence the extended domainU of internal
nuclear configuration space.
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